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                                                Get a Grip!!!  
One of the most frequent questions I’m asked is...“how tightly should I grip the racket?” On the lesson 
court it’s fairly common that students will grip the racket tighter than usual as they’re concentrating on 
their technique or getting used to a new grip change. The high level of focus combined with a lot of stroke 
repetition can lead to a white knuckle “death grip” and will tire the arm out quickly and possibly 
contribute to tennis elbow. The intensity of playing competitive league matches can cause the same effect.  

So, how tight is too tight, and how relaxed is too relaxed? A good way to get the right feel is to imagine 
you’re holding a baby bird in your hand. You don’t want to squeeze it so tightly that you could injure it, or 
so loosely that it could wiggle out of your hand. As I mentioned, a firm grip can quickly tire out your arm, 
but it can also restrict your racket speed and keep you from switching your grip properly between 
different strokes. It’s nearly impossible to swing the racket freely with a tight grip as the tension in the 
hand will radiate right up the arm and into the shoulder. If you start your swing with a fairly relaxed hold 
on the racket your hand will naturally squeeze a bit firmer through the contact zone to stabilize the 
racket. A great way to get the right feel is to take several practice swings and see if you can get the racket 
to make a nice “whoosh” sound as it cuts through the air. You’ll find you can get the most racket speed, 
and loudest sound with a relaxed grip.  

The next time you find yourself 
playing a tense match and giving your 
grip the white knuckle treatment, just 
take your hand off, shake it out, and 
repeat after me: 

                   baby bird 

                   baby bird.  

Before you know it your shots will be 
flying in with ease! 

SEE YOU ON THE COURTS! 
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